The Legacy Banking System
Ever wondered what financial tools large banks or businesses use to protect assets in the case of litigation or insolvency?
Are you looking for a way to get better yield with your liquid money the way large banks do in a tax efficient manner?
Do you want to have better tax efficiency with your money like the largest businesses have?
Or even the next step of cross border planning to invest your global assets in a prudent way?

By understanding international law and collaborating with multiple governments, Legacy Banking presents a compelling
solution. With the highest level of international tax, legal and financial professionals by your side, our Legacy Banking Strategy
will help you get:

-Asset protection, leverage and tax efficiency with your finances
-A cash alternative to get better TAX FREE interest yield than bank savings interest which is taxed
-Establish an IRS Code 770 account through stable mutually owned companies to create a properly structured High Cash Value
policy from day one
-Your own banking system to recapture interest usually given to the banks
-A tax advantage financial tool to make better money decisions

The RISKS and CONCERNS:

There are a variety of factors threatening the high net worth's wealth. From investment risks, tax rate risk, decreased compensation
and earnings, but coming at the top in this day and age needs to be creditor, asset protection and "run on the bank" risks. Thanks to
the laws in many states that protect the cash value of life insurance policies, you can now be part of a solution to these exposures.
In many states, like Texas, Florida, New Mexico and Hawaii, life insurance is creditor-protected by statute --including in some cases,
bankruptcy exemption statutes--to an unlimited dollar amount. Most states have specific guidelines and definitions as to how the
policies are structured in terms of design, owners and beneficiaries.
CASH CHALLENGES:
Cash is at an all-time high. We have more wealth on the sidelines than ever before because of the current instability of both the stock
market and real estate. In many cases, even for legally and financially sophisticated people, cash is unprotected and exposed to any
source of creditor risk and/or liability.
Bank solvency risk? Due to continuing losses incurred in the commercial real estate market, and now the sub-prime student and auto
loans, hundreds of banks remain at risk of imminent failure. Due to the high cash clients are sitting on to have liquidity for opportunity,
the possibility of relying on FDIC insurance limits are more than ever before. Yet, few have taken the time to spread accounts and
balances out to be within the $250,000 insurance limit the FDIC provides. Worse, I talked to a former FDIC Insurance examiner and
president of a bank, and he believes the FDIC would actually be insolvent in the event of a major run on the banks.
CASH ALTERNATIVES:
•High Cash Value from day one
•No surrender charges or lagging cash value
•A High Death Benefit to prove up the legitimate business purpose in a cost effective way
•Ability to access High Cash Value through policy loans and collateralization
•Ability to get uninterrupted TAX FREE interest growth while Cash Value is collateralized

DESIGN OF LIFE POLICY IS KEY:

HIGH VALUE LOW RISK FACTOR:

The Legacy Banking Strategy is a financial tool to be one's Vault cash. It may take a couple days longer to access than the
traditional bank but the value proposition is a tax free higher interest yield than the savings and cd's at the bank , creditor
protection, bankruptcy protection. Lastly, leverage on cash not only when passing away but while you are living.

THE EXAMPLE OF A PROPERLY STRUCTURED LIFE POLICY FOR ASSET PROTECTION, LEVERAGE and TAX EFFICIENCY:

YES, I want a business and/or family legacy feasibility study done on my assets and liabilities to see if I qualify with NEXUS and Health check.
SIGNATURE____________________________

DATE___________________

